Harry Freedman
Customized Corporate Put-On Comedian, Actor, & Emcee
The Put-On. Offer your audience a complete fraud—Harry Freedman. America’s favorite put-on comedian will
play the part of an industry expert or newly hired exec in a presentation that will energize and excite your team.
Harry’s presentation starts off straight, but he gradually twists them so the audience knows that something is up.
His highly customized presentations may riff on hot issues in the industry, a fake line of new products, or spoofs
of higher ups. Nothing revitalizes a group better than laughter, and everyone emerges re-energized and ready to
tackle new challenges.
Panel Host. No matter how good the content, a panel presentation at the end of the day may find your audience
restless and sluggish. But with corporate put-on comedian Harry Freedman as the panel host, you’ll get
increased audience retention and a whole lot of laughs. After being introduced as one of your industry “experts”,
Freedman will come onstage and serve as moderator for the rest of your panel. He provides comic relief to keep
the audience upbeat and energetic, and engages each speaker with scripted questions to help them deliver their
message more conversationally and with greater impact. It’s an off-beat and memorable way to present material,
and speakers have found it to be a wonderful tool to bring out their best.
The Ultimate Tribute Video. It’s a movie. About you. About your life. And it’s got all the details right, but it’s funny.
Gut-level funny. So one moment, your friends and family are paying homage to you, and everyone is touched by
emotion, and the next, they’re all laughing. There’s a warm glow in the room.
This is no ordinary generic video collage. This is like a beautifully hand crafted piece of art. And while it’s one
thing to watch a movie with actors in a theater, it’s another to experience one where your friends and family are
actually in the movie, watching themselves on the screen, wondering what comes next.
There are some milestones in life that call for something special. So whether it’s for a couple getting married, or
having an important anniversary; a son or daughter having a bar or bat mitzvah; an honorarium for a friend; a
relative’s landmark birthday; or a company celebrating their achievements, the Ultimate Tribute Video is about
whatever or whomever you want it to be.
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